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Abstract: Taiwan is not the Muslim country, the tolerance from native Taiwan to Muslim migrant in Kaohsiung city could be inspired to other non-Muslim country for multicultural and diversity. Author have fieldwork on eight months at Kaohsiung mosque to interpreted that the interaction from various nations, languages, and culture. There are two important finding that could describes on this study. Firstly, this study interpreted the multicultural and diversity internally of Muslim society in Kaohsiung mosque. Secondly, it is interesting that how native Taiwan respect to the Muslim society in Kaohsiung Mosque. This study recommend that the next research would analyze interaction between Muslim migrant and Taiwan society outside of Kaohsiung Mosque.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This paper explores that the international interaction in the Kaohsiung mosque Taiwan. It is interesting to discuss how international interaction could be work on the island which did not have formally international relations. In the mainstream perspective, international interaction among country could be possible if there are some formal diplomatic relations. Study result shows that international interaction among Muslim in Kaohsiung mosque Taiwan reflected the international interaction beyond formally diplomatic relations.

In the difficult situation under domination of mainland China in Taiwan, Muslim society minority however, show the out of the box of international pressing which experienced by Taiwan. Muslim interaction in Kaohsiung Taiwan describes how Taiwan actually has a stable international relation especially in Muslim societies between Taiwanese and other Muslims around the world. Muslim interaction in Kaohsiung actually be different perspective to see how Taiwan is blocked by mainland China was not work properly. Taiwan with all the threats of international and marginalized in all of formal government has a formidable challenge in establishing formal political relations and interactions [1]-[3]. Moreover, multi-culture that took place in Kaohsiung involving many countries around the world became contra productive with international relations theory in mainstream perspective.

This study also proposed the idea that diversity and multicultural approach could be help us to understand international relation differently. Diversity in Taiwan on this paper read by the diversity not only ethnicity in Taiwan, but also diversity in Muslim society internally. Muslim minority organizations might not integrate in Taiwan as host countries [4]. In the same time, the different sect in can also be difficult to integrate in each people.

However, this study finds that Kaohsiung mosque has successfully united various sect, culture, nation, and country in one place which called Kaohsiung mosque.

Seeing diversity in such conditions, providing another explanation of diversity not only creates a harmonious atmosphere among religious people, but also provides another perspective on international relations which is out of the box of mainstream theory. Diversity in Kaohsiung mosque gives a positive impact in building a paradigm about Islam completely. Diversity influence to every other Muslim to respect and tolerance not only with different sect, but also different culture, nation, and religion in Taiwan [5], [6]. In addition, this paper support the idea that melting pot could be apply in Kaohsiung as a model of tolerance among nation [7]. International interaction in Kaohsiung mosque provides a clear picture of the mixing of social interactions giving new nuances about the paradigm and behavior patterns of Muslims in Kaohsiung [8].

II. KAOHSIUNG MOSQUE: THE SYMBOL of MULTICULTURALISM in TAIWAN

This study collected the data by get involved directly in Kaohsiung mosque. Author who live in Kaohsiung for eight months always go to Kaohsiung mosque every Friday to observe directly how international interaction does work in this mosque. This study snapshot three model of multiculturalism in Kaohsiung mosque.

First of all, national identity, Kaohsiung mosque became the arena for various national identity to unite in a harmonious social interaction. Interactions among national identities indicate that social relations are interwoven already ignore different of national identities among them. In this condition, Kaohsiung mosque also can be judge as a Muslim melting pot in
Taiwan. Social interaction with regard to identity differences shows how important multiculturalism is built in such harmonious situations [9], [10].

Secondly, power relations, interactions between Muslims in Kaohsiung show that the relation between majority and minority power relation within the nation. For example, in Kaohsiung mosque we can see that good interaction between sunni and syiah in the middle east can be peacefully in religious tradition. This condition would be difficult to find in the nation where is conflict still work today. The existence of the similarity of fate relationship as settled foreigner gives new experience to them to be able to establish a harmonious interaction between power majority and power minority in Taiwan. However, such conditions confirm that essentially multiculturalism is a concept of recognized the minority cultures by both power majorities and minorities [9], [11], [12].

Thirdly, the relationship between ideology and practice [13]. This study finds that the different ideology between left Muslim and right Muslim in Indonesia can be harmonic when they are life and interact in Kaohsiung. Conditions like this may be very difficult to find in Indonesia with the diversity of political ideology in the understanding of religions that have different each other. For example, it is difficult in Indonesia to make Hizbut Tahrir Indonesia members and Nahdlatul Ulama members in one forum to discuss about religious perspective on friendly situation. However, we can find this friendly situation in Kaohsiung mosque which accommodate each ideology that totally different in Indonesia.

On the other word, this paper means that multiculturalism will be easier to build in different situations and conditions with different backgrounds. What happens in Kaohsiung mosque shows that conflict between sunni and syiah does not occur when the sect actors live together and side by side in different cultural and religious dimensions with their place of origin. Taiwan as a non-religious region as something recognized by the government provides a new setting place to create new paradigm among Muslims [14], [15]. New setting place impacted to the discourse between different ideology to understand each other about their truth. New settings also offer new thoughts on the different thoughts they have believed [14], [16].

III. INTEGRATION AMONG MUSLIM CLEAVAGE

According to the European Parliament’s Committee on Civil Liberties, Justice, and Home Affairs on immigrant integration, the definition of integration is that “a society’s ability to integrate all its members into new arrangements of active citizenship that ensure the long-term well-being of all in a diverse society” [17]. Amazingly, Kaohsiung mosque as a place of Muslim in Kaohsiung Taiwan to pray, not only to integrating among different sect in Muslim faith, but also among different ideology, identity, and nation of all around the world [14], [18]. It is not difficult that Integrating among different sect of Muslim in their home country [19]. However, what I see in the Kaohsiung mosque could be a model to manage the diversity in Muslim society.

Seeing a collection of friendly discussions among national identity is a very easy routine in Kaohsiung mosque. In fact, the different sect in Syria which was conflict and kill each other just because of them are sunni and syiah was united in Kaohsiung mosque. Interestingly, this integration was not in the Islamic Ritual, but also in the praying activity which is the main core of the reason of debate between sunni and syiah members. What does work in Kaohsiung mosque shows that the confluence of beliefs in one place with the same function and purpose. Kaohsiung mosque was the place that the meeting point of inclusiveness among Muslims. Moreover, inclusion among Muslims is also the manifestation of protection and expression of diversity in Taiwan [14], [17], [20].

In addition, I also saw that the unique relation between different Muslim ideology from Indonesia. How to associate between left and right ideology in Indonesia can be integrated in Kaohsiung. It is interesting to see that members of Nahdlatul Ulama and Hisbut Tahrir Indonesia are integrated in the same community of the Ikatan Warga Muslim Indonesia di Taiwan (association of Indonesian Muslim in Taiwan). Forum Mahasiswa Muslim Indonesia di Taiwan (Indonesian Muslim student forum) is also represented the integration of Muslim student from different ideology which is actually not integrated in Indonesia. In Kaohsiung, they were integrated and have good relationship in the weekly activity which they called as “Ligo”. They also have some activity which is developing the multiculturalism by the integrated different ethnic in Indonesia.

However, the leader of Kaohsiung mosque who is a native Taiwanese also affected the social integration in Kaohsiung. Muslim integration in Kaohsiung mosque is the result of social setting that forces Muslims from around the world to adhere to the integration mechanism by the leader of mosque. This mechanism provided by indirect effect of religious ritual is not realized. All of Muslim in this mosque is regulated unconsciously by the condition that imam mosque having different national identity gives effect that there is multicultural condition which consciously considered as pluralistic conception of social norms [21]. This condition must be maintained to provide tolerant thinking with different national identity and religious sect. I also argue that a leader of Kaohsiung has an awareness for unity in the assimilation framework.

Taiwanese as an indigenous identity in Kaohsiung also contributed to decrease of discrimination and racism which is possible if the leader of mosque non-Taiwanese as indigenous identity [22]. This presumption developed by the logic that more racism which was happen in Muslim country is just because of they do not accept with the different sect or sometime different race. Maintaining conditions in situations as foreign citizens is very important in understanding the diversity of Muslims in Kaohsiung. There is a tendency that Muslims are relatively more tolerant if they belief that they are minority compare with the situations which they are majority. In consequence, the
mindset of Muslim minority also effected to settle the behavior of interaction of the other in the minimize of “affective inequality” [23].

IV. CONCLUSION: BEYOND INTERNATIONAL RECOGNITION of TAIWAN

In this case, the diversity among nation in Kaohsiung mosque interpreted as a beyond of international recognition. Muslim integration which accommodate Muslim from country around the world was another term of international recognition of Taiwan as national identity. Taiwanese people who lead the mosque and social interaction among multiculturalism also as a unique pattern that represent of the term of recognition [24]-[26]. On the other hand, I also argue that the unify of Muslim which representing different national identity could be the symbolize of conception of Muslim country recognition. We also can see that there are so many flag which was show on the wall of the Kaohsiung mosque. Islam as a minority religion in Taiwan contributed to develop what we called as “great power” recognition which is in Taiwan case was vital in key of international politics [27].
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